
RESOLUTION

RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF TEMPORARY PREFERENTIAL PARKING DISTRICT 
(TPPD) NO. 143 NEAR BEVERLY HILLS WITH NEW BOUNDARIES, C.F. 15-0058

WHEREAS, Temporary Preferential Parking District (PPD) No. 143, originally 
established on April 8, 2008, was allowed to sunset in April 2011; and

WHEREAS, Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 80.58.d authorizes Temporary 
PPDs to be renewed on an annual basis administratively by the General Manager of the 
Department until either a permanent solution is found or the problem ceases to exist.

WHEREAS, Councilmember Koretz believes the daily intrusion of non-resident 
vehicles associated with employees and patrons of businesses north of Gregory Way to 
avoid paying parking fees to park in Beverly Hills exists and has worsened and no other 
viable measure to resolve the resulting parking intrusion into the neighborhood is 
available from which residents have been seeking relief; and

WHEREAS, Councilmember Koretz has requested the re-establishment of TPPD 
No. 143 for 12 months to provide continued relief to the residents of the District from the 
adverse parking impact they were experiencing prior to the re-establishment of the 
District; and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that that the City Council, pursuant to Los 
Angeles Municipal Code Section 80.58.d establishes TPPD No. 143, consisting of the 
residential portions of:

Gregory Way between Sherbourne Drive and Holt Avenue (south side only)
Gregory Way between Holt Avenue and Le Doux Road (south side only)
Sherbourne Drive between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive
Holt Avenue between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive
Le Doux Road between Gregory Way and Chalmers Drive (west side only); and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that upon approval of TPPD No. 143 through the 
adoption of this resolution, that LADOT be authorized to post or remove, the "2 HOUR 
PARKING, 8 AM to 6 PM; DISTRICT NO. 143 PERMITS EXEMPT” restrictions on all 
street segments within TPPD No. 143, where parking is not already prohibited for safety 
or traffic flow, without further action by the City Council, upon receipt and verification of 
the requisite petitions are provided for in the “Rules and Procedures for Preferential 
Parking Districts” adopted by the City Council; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that LADOT be directed to take appropriate steps 
to prepare, issue and require payments for permits from the residents of TPPD No. 143 
in accordance with the LAMC and Rules and Procedures adopted by the City Council 
for PPDs.


